Abstract. In this paper, we study the problem of scheduling tasks and messages in static segment of FlexRay, in the case where the tasks producing the messages are synchronized with the message transmissions. Our solution supports slot multiplexing as defined by FlexRay V3.0 specification. We provide solutions based on existing industry standard, OSEKTime. We study our approach based on some advanced automotive control applications.
Introduction
In this paper, we focus on the holistic scheduling in Static Segment (SS) of FlexRay [3] , where tasks schedulers and message transmissions are synchronized. Synchronous scheduling here means that a sender task must be executed before beginning of the slot that transmits its outgoing message, and in the receiver side, the consumer task must be executed after complete reception of the incoming message. This helps for correct and unspoiled end-to-end information passing. Our goal is to achieve minimum bandwidth usage of bus, which leads to minimizing the number of used slots and thereby facilitating the incremental design process. We first schedule the set of static messages. In this case, static messages have precedence relations, which come from information passing between tasks and messages. Afterward, we determine the start time of execution of producer tasks. The approaches that cope with holistic scheduling in SS are presented in [1, 2] . These works adopt Mixed Integer Linear Programming and Genetic Algorithm approaches, respectively. These works do not support FlexRay V3.0 specification and lead to computationally complex solution for large problems. Our approach is in compliance with FlexRay V3.0 specification, which extends earlier versions to support for the newly added repetition rates and for multiplexing frames from different sending nodes in the same slot. Moreover, we explore the scheduling based on existing standard for Real-Time Operating System: the time-triggered OSEKTime.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes system model and introduces the problem. Section 3 presents scheduling solution. Section 4 presents the results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
System Model and Problem
In FlexRay, the communication is arranged in periodic cycles which are called FelxRay Cycles (FC). Each FC is made up of ≤ 64 equally sized Communication Cycles (CC). CC with the length of consists of two segments; SS, Dynamic Segment (DS). In SS time is divided into slots of equal size. The size of static slots are denoted by . Starting from 1, static slots are counted incrementally by a slot counter. DS is used in order to response to event-driven events. DS will not be addressed in this work.
Our message model consists of messages, where = { 1 , … , } represents the set of messages. We assume that all messages have equal size as . In this work, we first schedule static messages. When task schedulers and message transmissions are synchronized, static messages have precedence relations. The precedence relations between messages are specified by a DAG = ( , ), where each vertex represents a message in , is the arc set that represents dependency between adjacent nodes. Each message is characterized by a tuple ( , , , ), where is the producer task, is the Repetition Rate and ∈ 0 is the Base-Cycle and is the assigned Frame Identifier (FID). is the frequency of transmission of the message in the same slot in all CCs. is the initial CC of occurrence of the message within a FC. In FlexRay V3.0, at each slot, a node that has a static message with the FID that is equal to the value of the slot counter, and the CC counter is equal to + , where ∈ , can transmit its corresponding message. We schedule tasks based on OSEKTime standard, which defines timetable for execution start time of tasks. We assume that maximum task execution time is slot and all tasks communicate by means of the bus.
Our objective is to schedule static messages with precedence constraints in SS so that 1) the number of used FIDs is minimized 2) all predecessors of a message are scheduled before beginning of its transmission, 3) the producer task of each message is executed completely before beginning of its transmission and 4) the message is sent before execution of its consumer task.
Schedule Solution
Conflict constraint: is defined to prevent messages from collisions. Suppose that and are scheduled in the same FID, i.e. = = . The collision between messages and would be prevented by following equation:
Precedence constraint: is studied to ensure that for each � , � ∈ , have been scheduled before beginning of transmission of and execution of . This enables to utilize all required information. To cope with this problem, let us consider two scenarios: (1) � , � ∈ and they are assigned to same FID, i.e., = (2) � , � ∈ and ≠ . In case (1) suffices to transmit it in previous CCs: < . To consider the case (2), we need to divide it into two sub-categories: a) < and b) > . In case (2-a), we must transmit in previous CCs. Besides, the messages and can be transmitted in the same CC. Consequently, we obtain ≤ . We note that, when = , must be transmitted after and complete execution of i.e., if = then + < . In the case (2-b), since > we must transmit in previous CCs: < . Task execution constraint: when has no predecessors, this constraint ensures that the first frame of is transmitted after complete execution of its producer task, i.e., ( − 1) ≥ . We model the problem as a Linear Integer Program by defining two binary variables: takes value 1 if 'th FID is used, 0 otherwise; , takes value 1 if the message is assigned to 'th FID, 0 otherwise. We obtain the following optimization formulation:
Subject to:
, ∈ {0,1} (
The decision variables are , , for each message.
Tasks start time:
The producer task, , must start execution before beginning of 's transmission, i.e., = ( − 1) . The consumer task, , must start execution after complete transmission of , i.e., = ( + 1) .
Case Study
We apply the scheduling approach to some advanced automotive control applications which are also considered in [2, 4] . Fig. 9 in [4] illustrates the details of each applica-tion. We assume that all the communications are through the FlexRay bus. The period and Repitition Rate of each application is given by Table 1 . We choose the duration of CC and FC equal to 1.5 and 6 , respectively. To find the optimal scheduling solution, all experimental results have been carried out using CPLEX solver [5] . The solver finds the optimal solution within 1.37 where the obtained schedule is given in Table 2 . In this experiment, the message set is scheduled using 9 slots. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied schedule optimization of static segment of FlexRay such that bandwidth utilization is minimized. Our contribution supports FlexRay V3.0 specification. We study the schedule based on OSEKTime standard. We first obtained the scheduling of static messages and afterward we determine the start time of execution of tasks. An example with a message set demonstrates the features of our approach.
